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Henry Louis Gates, Jr. presents the only authoritative edition of all three autobiographies by the escaped slave who
became a great American leader. Here in this Library of America volume are collected Frederick Douglass's three
autobiographical narratives, now recognized as classics of both American history and American literature. Writing with
the eloquence and fierce intelligence that made him a brilliantly effective spokesman for the abolition of slavery and equal
rights, Douglass shapes an inspiring vision of self-realization in the face of monumental odds. Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass, an American Slave (1845), published seven years after his escape, was written in part as a
response to skeptics who refused to believe that so articulate an orator could ever have been a slave. A powerfully
compressed account of the cruelty and oppression of the Maryland plantation culture into which Douglass was born, it
brought him to the forefront of the anti-slavery movement and drew thousands, black and white, to the cause. In My
Bondage and My Freedom (1855), Douglass expands the account of his slave years. With astonishing psychological
penetration, he probes the painful ambiguities and subtly corrosive effects of black-white relations under slavery, and
recounts his determined resistance to segregation in the North. The book also incorporates extracts from Douglass’s
speeches, including the searing “What to the Slave Is the Fourth of July?” Life and Times, first published in 1881,
records Douglass’s efforts to keep alive the struggle for racial equality udirng Reconstruction. John Brown, Abraham
Lincoln, William Lloyd Garrison, and Harriet Beecher Stowe all feature prominently in this chronicle of a crucial epoch in
American history. The revised edition of 1893, presented here, includes an account of his controversial diplomatic
mission to Haiti. This volume contains a detailed chronology of Douglass’s life, notes providing further background on
the events and people mentioned, and an account of the textual history of each of the autobiographies. LIBRARY OF
AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by
publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series
includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers,
sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
"The Slaves" is nothing but Frederick Douglass's groundbreaking autobiography and his first book "Narrative of the Life
of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave, written by Himself". We have renamed the title here as "The Slaves" to keep
the title short as well as to establish that Frederick Douglass is no longer a name of a particular slave born in nineteenthcentury America, but a name that represents slaves of the entire world and of all time. Even though, we do not wish
anyone to be born into slavery anymore like Frederick was, we have taken him as a symbol of all the slaves as a wish
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that all who are still in slavery may have the spirit of Frederick Douglass and fight their ways to the freedom and work to
free other slaves to make the slavery history. The life of Frederick, is in one way or another, is the lives of all other
slaves. Hence, we have named this version of his book "The Slaves".
"This Dover edition ...is an original compilation of unabridged editions of the following works"--T.p. verso.
Seminar paper from the year 2018 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 2,0,
University of Wuppertal, language: English, abstract: This paper aims to show the Franklinian way of thinking towards a
virtuous life in Frederick Douglass' Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass and display how this adaptation is
noteworthy with respect to slave narratives. Therefore, we will start by looking at several keywords and defining them in
order to understand the concept of the Art of Virtue in Benjamin Franklin's Autobiography and then divide the thirteen
given virtues into categories. We will continue to apply one category to Frederick Douglass' slave narrative and see in
which extent Douglass adopts the Art of Virtue to become a self-made man.
From award-winning author Tonya Bolden comes the fascinating story of one of America’s most influential African
American voices Teacher. Self-emancipator. Orator. Author. Man. Frederick Douglass (1818–1895) is one of the most
important African American figures in US history, best known, perhaps, for his own emancipation. But there is much more
to Douglass’s story than his time spent in slavery and his famous autobiography. Delving into his family life and travel
abroad, this book captures the whole complicated, and at times perplexing, person that he was. As a statesman,
suffragist, writer, newspaperman, and lover of the arts, Douglass the man, rather than the historical icon, is the focus in
Facing Frederick.
A new collection of the seminal writings and speeches of a legendary writer, orator, and civil rights leader This compact
volume offers a full course on the remarkable, diverse career of Frederick Douglass, letting us hear once more a
necessary historical figure whose guiding voice is needed now as urgently as ever. Edited by renowned scholar Henry
Louis Gates, Jr., and Pulitzer Prize–nominated historian John Stauffer, The Portable Frederick Douglass includes the full
range of Douglass’s works: the complete Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, as well as extracts from My
Bondage and My Freedom and Life and Times of Frederick Douglass; The Heroic Slave, one of the first works of African
American fiction; the brilliant speeches that launched his political career and that constitute the greatest oratory of the
Civil War era; and his journalism, which ranges from cultural and political critique (including his early support for
women’s equality) to law, history, philosophy, literature, art, and international affairs, including a never-before-published
essay on Haitian revolutionary Toussaint L’Ouverture. The Portable Frederick Douglass is the latest addition in a series
of African American classics curated by Henry Louis Gates, Jr. First published in 2008, the series reflects a selection of
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great works of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry by African and African American authors introduced and annotated by
leading scholars and acclaimed writers in new or updated editions for Penguin Classics. In his series essay, “What Is an
African American Classic?” Gates provides a broader view of the canon of classics of African American literature
available from Penguin Classics and beyond. Gates writes, “These texts reveal the human universal through the African
American particular: all true art, all classics do this; this is what ‘art’ is, a revelation of that which makes each of us
sublimely human, rendered in the minute details of the actions and thoughts and feelings of a compelling character
embedded in a time and place.” For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of
the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative
texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The abolitionist author presents profound insight on the meaning of race and freedom in America in this memoir of
slavery, escape, and reinvention. One of the most important figures in the American civil rights movement, Frederick
Douglass was a major influence on social and political thought in the nineteenth century. His autobiographical writings
were a powerful vehicle for his philosophy of human equality. Written ten years after his legal emancipation in 1846, My
Bondage and My Freedom recounts Douglass’s journey—intellectual, spiritual, and geographical—from life as a slave
under various masters, and his many plots and attempts at escape, to his liberation, time as a fugitive, and new life as a
prominent abolitionist. Expanding on his earlier work Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, this later memoir
illuminates Douglass’s maturation as a writer and thinker.
The Columbian Orator, an instruction book on public speaking and a collection of political dialogues, essays, and speeches, was
first published in 1797. It was used as a textbook in many classrooms in the United States and became the influence for
abolitionist Frederick Douglass. Its popularity continued into the 20th century for its demonstration of the power of speech and its
importance to the human rights movement. CALEB BINGHAM (1757-1817) was a textbook author, publisher, and bookseller in
Boston, Massachusetts. Born in Salisbury, Connecticut, he was educated and taught at Dartmouth College. His most famous
works were on public speaking, including the well-known The Columbian Orator. Other textbooks Bingham wrote on grammar and
speech include The American Preceptor and The Young Lady's Accidence.
Frederick Douglass and Abraham Lincoln were the preeminent self-made men of their time. In this masterful dual biography,
award-winning Harvard University scholar John Stauffer describes the transformations in the lives of these two giants during a
major shift in cultural history, when men rejected the status quo and embraced new ideals of personal liberty. As Douglass and
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Lincoln reinvented themselves and ultimately became friends, they transformed America. Lincoln was born dirt poor, had less than
one year of formal schooling, and became the nation's greatest president. Douglass spent the first twenty years of his life as a
slave, had no formal schooling-in fact, his masters forbade him to read or write-and became one of the nation's greatest writers
and activists, as well as a spellbinding orator and messenger of audacious hope, the pioneer who blazed the path traveled by
future African-American leaders. At a time when most whites would not let a black man cross their threshold, Lincoln invited
Douglass into the White House. Lincoln recognized that he needed Douglass to help him destroy the Confederacy and preserve
the Union; Douglass realized that Lincoln's shrewd sense of public opinion would serve his own goal of freeing the nation's blacks.
Their relationship shifted in response to the country's debate over slavery, abolition, and emancipation. Both were ambitious men.
They had great faith in the moral and technological progress of their nation. And they were not always consistent in their views.
John Stauffer describes their personal and political struggles with a keen understanding of the dilemmas Douglass and Lincoln
confronted and the social context in which they occurred. What emerges is a brilliant portrait of how two of America's greatest
leaders lived.
In Frederick Douglass' 1845 memoir, the former slave and famous orator, describes the events of his life including the brutal
treatment that he experienced and witnessed, at the hand of slave masters. This book is the most famous narrative, told from a
former slave during this time period. The memoir is considered to be one of the most influential pieces of literature that fueled the
abolitionist movement in the United States.
A new edition of the African American masterpiece featuring critical essays by Angela Y. Davis
This inexpensive compilation of the great abolitionist's speeches includes "What to the Slave Is the Fourth of July?" (1852), "The
Church and Prejudice" (1841), and "Self-Made Men" (1859).
Famed abolitionist Frederick Douglass based his only fictional work on the gripping true story of the biggest slave rebellion in U.S.
history. The Heroic Slave was inspired by a courageous uprising led by Madison Washington in 1841. Washington rallied 18 of the
135 slaves aboard a ship bound for New Orleans, the country's primary slave-trading market. The mutineers seized control,
landing the ship in the British-controlled Bahamas, where their freedom was recognized. Originally published nearly a decade
before the Civil War, Douglass's novella was one of the earliest examples of African-American fiction. Douglass presents Madison
Washington's heroism less as a matter of violent escape and more as a voluntary act of claiming self-ownership. Douglass's
retelling encouraged readers to engage in the abolitionist cause. It captivated readers by equating black slaves' rebellion against
tyranny with the spirit and democratic ideals of the American Revolution.
Literature Review from the year 2019 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade: 1.0, , language: English, abstract: This is
a review and summary of the book Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass. In this book we read about the early life of an
American Slave Frederick Douglass, it is in fact his autobiography. We will see that after getting sent to Baltimore, Frederick began
to have ideas about freedom, after overhearing some cruel words from his master, and decided to escape to the Northern states
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where he might be free, like all men should be. This specific book also contains some of the various works of Frederick, which the
author of this paper will not go over, due to the fact that they do not tell us about his life, only his literary skills which are quite
impressive.
A new edition of one of the most influential literary documents in American and African American history Ideal for coursework in American
and African American history, this revised edition of Frederick Douglass’s memoir of his life as a slave in pre-Civil War Maryland incorporates
a wide range of supplemental materials to enhance students’ understanding of slavery, abolitionism, and the role of race in American society.
Offering readers a new appreciation of Douglass’s world, it includes documents relating to the slave narrative genre and to the later career of
an essential figure in the nineteenth-century abolition movement.
The first and only memoir by one of the original Navajo code talkers of WWII. His name wasn’t Chester Nez. That was the English name he
was assigned in kindergarten. And in boarding school at Fort Defiance, he was punished for speaking his native language, as the teachers
sought to rid him of his culture and traditions. But discrimination didn’t stop Chester from answering the call to defend his country after Pearl
Harbor, for the Navajo have always been warriors, and his upbringing on a New Mexico reservation gave him the strength—both physical and
mental—to excel as a marine. During World War II, the Japanese had managed to crack every code the United States used. But when the
Marines turned to its Navajo recruits to develop and implement a secret military language, they created the only unbroken code in modern
warfare—and helped assure victory for the United States over Japan in the South Pacific. INCLUDES THE ACTUAL NAVAJO CODE AND
RARE PICTURES
Presents four narratives in which former slaves describe their experiences in captivity and portray the harsh conditions they faced in everyday
life.
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass is an 1845 memoir and treatise on abolition written by famous orator and former slave Frederick
Douglass during his time in Lynn, Massachusetts. It is generally held to be the most famous of a number of narratives written by former
slaves during the same period.
Published in the bicentenary year of Frederick Douglass’s birth and in a Black Lives Matter era, this edition of Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass presents new research into his life as an activist and an author. A revolutionary reformer who traveled in Scotland,
Ireland, England, and Wales as well as the US, Douglass published many foreign-language editions of his Narrative. While there have been
many Douglasses over the decades and even centuries, the Frederick Douglass we need now is no iconic, mythic, or legendary self-made
man but a fallible, mortal, and human individual: a husband, father, brother, and son. His rallying cry inspires today’s activism: “Agitate!
Agitate! Agitate!” Recognizing that Douglass was bought and sold on the northern abolitionist podium no less than on the southern auction
block, this edition introduces readers to Douglass’s multiple declarations of independence. The Narrative appears alongside his private
correspondence as well as the early speeches and writings in which he did justice to the “grim horrors of slavery.” This volume also traces
Douglass’s activism and authorship in the context of the reformist work of his wife, Anna Murray, and of his daughters and sons.
**Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in History** “Extraordinary…a great American biography” (The New Yorker) of the most important AfricanAmerican of the nineteenth century: Frederick Douglass, the escaped slave who became the greatest orator of his day and one of the leading
abolitionists and writers of the era. As a young man Frederick Douglass (1818–1895) escaped from slavery in Baltimore, Maryland. He was
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fortunate to have been taught to read by his slave owner mistress, and he would go on to become one of the major literary figures of his time.
His very existence gave the lie to slave owners: with dignity and great intelligence he bore witness to the brutality of slavery. Initially mentored
by William Lloyd Garrison, Douglass spoke widely, using his own story to condemn slavery. By the Civil War, Douglass had become the most
famed and widely travelled orator in the nation. In his unique and eloquent voice, written and spoken, Douglass was a fierce critic of the
United States as well as a radical patriot. After the war he sometimes argued politically with younger African Americans, but he never forsook
either the Republican party or the cause of black civil and political rights. In this “cinematic and deeply engaging” (The New York Times Book
Review) biography, David Blight has drawn on new information held in a private collection that few other historian have consulted, as well as
recently discovered issues of Douglass’s newspapers. “Absorbing and even moving…a brilliant book that speaks to our own time as well as
Douglass’s” (The Wall Street Journal), Blight’s biography tells the fascinating story of Douglass’s two marriages and his complex extended
family. “David Blight has written the definitive biography of Frederick Douglass…a powerful portrait of one of the most important American
voices of the nineteenth century” (The Boston Globe). In addition to the Pulitzer Prize, Frederick Douglass won the Bancroft, Parkman, Los
Angeles Times (biography), Lincoln, Plutarch, and Christopher awards and was named one of the Best Books of 2018 by The New York
Times Book Review, The Wall Street Journal, The Boston Globe, The Chicago Tribune, The San Francisco Chronicle, and Time.
\The pre-eminent American slave narrative. Published in 1845, this autobiography powerfully details the life of the internationally famous
abolitionist Frederick Douglass from his birth into slavery in 1818 to his escape to the North in 1838 - how he endured the daily physical and
spiritual brutalities of his owners and drivers, how he learned to read and write, and how he grew into a man who could only live free or die. In
his introduction, Houston A. Baker, Jr., discusses the slave narrative as a distinct American literary genre and points out its social, political,
historical, and literary significance, past and present. Enriched eBook Features Editors Houston Baker and Derrick R. Spires provides the
following specially commissioned features for this Enriched eBook Classic: • Chronology • Nineteenth-Century Reviews and Responses •
Further Reading • Day in a Slave’s Life • Sorrow Songs and Sheet Music • “The Church and Prejudice” (1841) • Introduction to “Oration,”
or “The Meaning of the Fourth of July for the Negro” • “The Meaning of the Fourth of July for the Negro” (1852) • Introduction to “The
Heroic Slave” • “The Heroic Slave” (1853) • “My Escape from Slavery” (1881) • Douglass Sites to Visit in the United States • Portraits and
Illustrations • Enriched eBook Notes The enriched eBook format invites readers to go beyond the pages of these beloved works and gain
more insight into the life and times of an author and the period in which the book was originally written for a rich reading experience.
This volume offers a unified treatment and critical review of the literature related to the fluid dynamics, heat transfer, and mass transfer of
single bubbles, drops, and particles. 1978 edition.
For the first time, the final years of one of the world's most captivating rock showman are laid bare. Including interviews from Freddie
Mercury's closest friends in the last years of his life, along with personal photographs, Somebody to Love is an authoritative biography of the
great man. Here are previously unknown and startling facts about the singer and his life, moving detail on his lifelong search for love and
personal fulfilment, and of course his tragic contraction of a then killer disease in the mid-1980s. Woven throughout Freddie's life is the
shocking story of how the HIV virus came to hold the world in its grip, was cruelly labelled 'The Gay Plague' and the unwitting few who
indirectly infected thousands of men, women and children - Freddie Mercury himself being one of the most famous. The death of this vibrant
and spectacularly talented rock star, shook the world of medicine as well as the world of music. Somebody to Love finally puts the record
straight and pays detailed tribute to the man himself.
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Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great ideas. When Nick learns
some interesting information about how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a
pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin innocently enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then
other people in town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick has become a local hero. His teacher wants Nick to put an
end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is spreading across the country, and
there's nothing Nick can do to stop it.
“If you read one book about Lincoln, make it A. Lincoln.”—USA Today NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Washington Post • The Philadelphia Inquirer • The Christian Science Monitor • St. Louis Post-Dispatch. NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
WINNER OF THE CHRISTOPHER AWARD Everyone wants to define the man who signed his name “A. Lincoln.” In his lifetime and ever
since, friend and foe have taken it upon themselves to characterize Lincoln according to their own label or libel. In this magnificent book,
Ronald C. White, Jr., offers a fresh and compelling definition of Lincoln as a man of integrity–what today’s commentators would call
“authenticity”–whose moral compass holds the key to understanding his life. Through meticulous research of the newly completed Lincoln
Legal Papers, as well as of recently discovered letters and photographs, White provides a portrait of Lincoln’s personal, political, and moral
evolution. White shows us Lincoln as a man who would leave a trail of thoughts in his wake, jotting ideas on scraps of paper and filing them in
his top hat or the bottom drawer of his desk; a country lawyer who asked questions in order to figure out his own thinking on an issue, as
much as to argue the case; a hands-on commander in chief who, as soldiers and sailors watched in amazement, commandeered a boat and
ordered an attack on Confederate shore batteries at the tip of the Virginia peninsula; a man who struggled with the immorality of slavery and
as president acted publicly and privately to outlaw it forever; and finally, a president involved in a religious odyssey who wrote, for his own
eyes only, a profound meditation on “the will of God” in the Civil War that would become the basis of his finest address. Most enlightening,
the Abraham Lincoln who comes into focus in this stellar narrative is a person of intellectual curiosity, comfortable with ambiguity, unafraid to
“think anew and act anew.” A transcendent, sweeping, passionately written biography that greatly expands our knowledge and
understanding of its subject, A. Lincoln will engage a whole new generation of Americans. It is poised to shed a profound light on our greatest
president just as America commemorates the bicentennial of his birth.
This pioneering study of Afro-American narrative is far more critical, historical, and textual than biographical, chronological, and atextual.
Robert Stepto asserts that Afro-American culture has its store of canonical stories or pregeneric myths, the primary one being the quest for
freedom and literacy. This second edition includes a new preface and an afterward entitled "Distrust of the Reader in Afro-American
Narratives."
Narrative of the life of Frederick Douglass by Frederick Douglass
Frederick Douglass was born into slavery in the state of Maryland. He was separated from his mother at an early age, and although she lived
a mere 12 miles, he only met her a few times before her death when Douglass was seven years old. In his teenage years he taught himself to
read, and started teaching his fellow slaves how to read the New Testament of the Bible.This was not looked well upon by the slave owning
class. The beatings that followed nearly broke his spirit. However, he instead he resolved upon escape. After a number of unsuccessful
attempts Douglass escaped to the northern states in 1838. His journey of escape from slavery in Maryland to New York City was assisted by
members of the underground railroad, and took less than twenty-four hours to complete.He quickly became a public figure in the abolitionist
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movement. A Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass is the first book Douglass wrote on his life and the subject of slavery. This work
documents Douglass's early life, his escape to the north, and his early career in the abolitionist cause. Lately the work has had renewed
public interest due to the state of race relations in the United States, and the Black Lives Matter movement.
This Modern Library Paperback Classics edition combines the two most important African American slave narratives into one volume.
Frederick Douglass's Narrative, first published in 1845, is an enlightening and incendiary text. Born into slavery, Douglass became the
preeminent spokesman for his people during his life; his narrative is an unparalleled account of the dehumanizing effects of slavery and
Douglass's own triumph over it. Like Douglass, Harriet Jacobs was born into slavery, and in 1861 she published Incidents in the Life of a
Slave Girl, now recognized as the most comprehensive antebellum slave narrative written by a woman. Jacobs's account broke the silence
on the exploitation of African American female slaves, and it remains crucial reading. These narratives illuminate and inform each other. This
edition includes an incisive Introduction by Kwame Anthony Appiah and extensive annotations. From the Paperback edition.
The daughter of a plantation owner and his Negro mistress struggle to survive in the war-torn South
100 Best Non Fiction Books has its origins in the recent 2 year-long Observer serial which every week featured a work of non fiction). It is
also a companion volume to McCrum's very successful 100 Best Novels published by Galileo in 2015. The list of books starts in 1611 with the
King James Bible and ends in 2014 with Elizabeth Kolbert's The Sixth Extinction. And in between, on this extraordinary voyage through the
written treasures of our culture we meet Pepys' Diaries, Charles Darwin's The Origin of Species, Stephen Hawking's A Brief History of Time
and a whole host of additional works.
Cooper reconstructs the plantation economy of the East African coast and its effects on slaves.
One of the greatest works of American autobiography, in a definitive Library of America text: Published seven years after his escape from
slavery, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave (1845) is a powerful account of the cruelty and oppression of the
Maryland plantation culture into which Frederick Douglass was born. It brought him to the forefront of the antislavery movement and drew
thousands, black and white, to the cause. Written in part as a response to skeptics who refused to believe that so articulate an orator could
ever have been a slave, the Narrative reveals the eloquence and fierce intelligence that made Douglass a brilliantly effective spokesman for
abolition and equal rights, as he shapes an inspiring vision of self-realization in the face of unimaginable odds.
"Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass" is s generally held to be the most famous of a number of narratives written by former slaves
during the same period. In factual detail, the text describes the events of his life and is considered to be one of the most influential pieces of
literature to fuel the abolitionist movement of the early 19th century in the United States. My Bondage and My Freedom is the second of three
autobiographies written by Douglass, and is mainly an expansion of his first (Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass), discussing in
greater detail his transition from bondage to liberty. Life and Times of Frederick Douglass is Frederick Douglass' third autobiography in which
he gave more details about his life as a slave and his escape from slavery in this volume than he could in his two previous autobiographies.
Frederick Douglass (1818 –1895) was an African-American social reformer, abolitionist, orator, writer, and statesman. After escaping from
slavery in Maryland, he became a national leader of the abolitionist movement in Massachusetts and New York, gaining note for his dazzling
oratory and incisive antislavery writings.
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